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0. INTKOI~IJCTION 
0.1. Let k be a field of characteristic 0, A be any matrix with coefficients 
in k, g(A) be the associated Kac-Moody algebra (see Section 2), g’(A) be 
the derived algebra of g(A), c be the center of g’(A), and g(A) = g’(A)/c. As 
usual H’( , ) is the second cohomology group (see Section I ). If A is a 
Cartan matrix [K, 4.8, Table fin] then g(A) is a split semi-simple Lie 
algebra of type A and the second Whitehead lemma implies H2(g(A), k) = 
(0) [Hi--S, 6.3, p. 2491. If A is a non-afline generalized Cartan matrix then 
Berman [Be] showed in 1979 that H*(g(,4), k)- c*, thus recovering 
Whitehead’s result. If A is an afline non-twisted generalized Cartan matrix 
[K, 4.8, Table Affl] then a(A) is isomorphic to k[t, t ‘1 @g, where g is a 
certain split semi-simple Lie algebra and k[t. t- ‘1 the ring of Laurent 
polynomials with t an indeterminate; in that situation Deligne [G, pp. 7 
and 251 proved in 1980 that H’(k[f: t ‘109, k) 2 kr, where 7 is a 
“symbol” deiincd by T(U 0 X, v @ J) = -Res(u &)(x-l J). where c/r is the 
differential of c. Res(u dr) the residue of u dc, and ( I ) the Killing form of g. 
In 1981, Wilson [W] showed that if A is an afline generalized Cartan 
matrix [K, 4.8, Tables Affl, 2, 33 then g’(A) is the universal covering of 
g(A ). Finally, in 1982, Kac and Tits [K, Section 3.14, exercise 3.14, and 
Section 3.153 using sl(2)-theory (like Deligne), proved independently that 
g’(A) is the universal covering of d(A) if A is a generalized Cartan matrix, 
therefore recovering Wilson’s result. 
0.2. All these results are related by Schur’s universal covering theory. 
The main theorem [G 1 and Car 2.23 is that if g is projective over a 
commutative ring k and if 11’(g, k) = (0) then there exists a unique central 
extension 
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with g satisfying H’(g, k) = Hz@, k) = (0). This central extension is called 
the universal covering of g. If A is any matrix and if k is a field of charac- 
teristic 0 then H’@(A), k) = (0) (from Remark 2.2), one therefore has 
equivalence between (i) H2(g(A), k) N c*, (ii) H2(g’(A), k) = (0), and 
(iii) g’(A) is the universal covering of g(A). It follows that Kac and Tits’ 
result implies Berman’s also, whereas Wilson’s implies Deligne’s. 
0.3. Let go be a finite-dimensional complex simple Lie algebra, gr be a 
Z-form of ge (obtained through a Chevalley basis of g,), k be a com- 
mutative ring, and g = kOr gH be the associated Lie algebra. In 1962, 
Steinberg [St, 6.1 (d)] proved that H2(g, k) = (0) if k is a field of charac- 
teristic 22, 3 and rkg, > 1. In 1973, van der Kallen [Kal] extended the 
result of Steinberg to any commutative ring k. Let R be a commutative 
k-algebra, SZX be the module of Kahler differentials of R over k, d: R --f 62; 
be the universal differential (see Section 4.2), and gR = R Ok g be the exten- 
sion of g over R considered as a Lie algebra over k (see Section 4.1). In 
1981, Bloch [Bl, 3.1) proved that H,(sl(n, R), k) N L?i/dR if $E k, 1 E R, 
and n 3 5. In 1982, Cathelineau [Cat] showed that H,(so(3, R), Z) N 
Qk/dIW. In 1984, Kassel [Kas, 3.51 proved that H,(g,, k) N L?jJdR if R is a 
?&,-module free over k (where Z,@ =Zifg,isoftypeA,,nB4,Z,,=Z[&] 
if gc is of type A, or G,, Z,, = Z[4] otherwise), therefore recovering the 
results of Steinberg, van der Kallen, Bloch, and Cathelineau (in this last 
result the nonsplitted case is reduced to the splitted one by Galois 
argument). Moreover, a simple computation gives i2X/dR 2 kz when k is a 
field of characteristic 0, R = k[t, t-i], and z is as in Section 0.1. Therefore 
Kassel also extends the result of Deligne mentioned in Section 0.1. 
0.4. In this work, we show that H2(g(A), k) N A2h”* (Theorem 3.1), 
where g(A) is the Kac-Moody Lie algebra associated to any matrix A with 
coefIicients in a field k of characteristic 0; this is equivalent to 
H*(g’(A), k)h”= (0) (Corollary 3.2). We do not therefore recover the result 
of Kac and Tits. If we add the hypothesis “no root is equal to a simple root 
when restricted to IJ”’ then we get H2(g’(A), k) = (0) (Theorem 3.3.) which 
implies Berman’s result (Corollary 3.4.). If k is a commutative ring with 
unity, g a Lie algebra free over k, R an associative and commutative 
algebra with unity free over k, and if there exists x0 E g generating g as a 
U(g)-module then we prove that H’(g,, k) 1: R* @ H2(g, k) + 
(QX/dR)* 0 B(g)g, where B(g)” is the k-module of all bilinear forms on g 
invariant under the action of g (Theorem 5.1). It follows that 
ff2(gV),, k) = (QklW* 0 fW4)). q(a) if A = (ati) is a matrix such that 
det A # 0 and such that for each (i, j) there exist i,, . . . . i, for which 
aii, ... aisj# 0 (Theorem 5.2.). We do not recover Kassel’s result because we 
did not define g(A) over a commutative ring but over a field of charac- 
teristic 0. 
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0.5. The method we use is called the shuffling mechanism by 
Hochschild and Serre. Their Lemma 1.2 allows us to establish an 
isomorphism between two complexes. The computation of H’(g. k) is then 
“linearized,” i.e., WC have to compute H’(g. g*); which is elementary in the 
case g = g(A) because the simple roots are of multiplicity one. The same 
argument holds for g’(A) if no root is equal to a simple root when 
restricted to 1~‘. The determination of H’(g,, g;S) is much more tricky. 
1. SHWFLING MECHANISM IN LIE AIGEHRA COHOMOLOGY 
All through Section 1, k is a commutative ring. 
1. I. Let 9 be a Lit algebra over k and M be a g-module. For n E 1% we 
dcnotc by C”(g. ,M) the k-module of all n-linear alternating functions on g” 
with values in :M (with C”(g$ M) = M). There is a canonical g-module 
structure on C”(g, M) defined by induction on n: (X .f‘), =X ..f, -j’, r..;, 
(x, J E g, ,f E C”(g, M )), where .f.;(.~, . . . . . x,, _ , ) = .j’( x. .Y, , . . . . x,, , ) 
(s, “‘.Y,,. IE{g). Let d: C”(g, M) -+ C“’ - ’ (9, ,%I) be the coboundary 
operator defined inductively by (df‘)(.r) = .Y ..f (,j’~ C”(g, M), .XE g) and 
(dj’),- = .Y .,f- 411 (n 3 1, .f~ C”(g, M), .Y E g). We check that cl* = 0 and 
d(.u.J’)=x.df‘ (x~g, f EC”(g, M)). We let Z”(g, M) be the kernel of 
d: C‘“(g, 34) 4 C‘” + ’ (9. M) and B”(g, M) = dC” ‘(9, M). Since J’ = 0 we 
have B”(g: M) c Z”(g, &I). We set H”(g, M) = Z”(g. M),‘B”(g, M). 
We call C”( g, &I) (resp. Z”(g. M), B”(g, M)) the space of n-cochains 
(resp. n-cocycles, n-coboundarics) of g with values in $2. The space 
H”(g, 44) is called the nth cohomology group of g with values in IV. See 
[H Sl ] for details. 
The shuffling mechanism that we USC here is due to Hochschild and Serre 
and is closely related to that used by Eilenberg and Maclanc (see Note (9) 
in [H S2]). 
1.2. Let f‘~C”(g, At) and j=O. . . . . n. We define .f,cC’J(g, C” ‘(9, M)) 
by setting 
.t;tx , . . . . . X,)(.Yi + ,) . ..) x,,) =f(x,, . ..) x,) t/x, , . . . . X” E g. 
By induction on n one can prove easily (Lemma 1, [ H-S1 J) 
(1) (~~)jL1(XI)...,,~,jlI) = c~(X,,...,.Y,-~)+(--])~-‘d(.f/, 1(-v,,-..* 
-x,+1)! 
(2) .t .j; = (x .f), 
for all j = 0, . . . . II, x, x,, . . . . x, ., , E g and j’~ C”(g, J4) (with .f,, , , = O), where 
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we use the same letter d for three different coboundary operators. 
Motivated by (1) we set 
c,nkL w= (ff=QJ, W;fj+1h, ..*, Xj+1)EZ”-j-%3, M) 
VXl ...Xj+lEg}. 
From (1) we get 
Now let 
ZJYg, W = Z”(g, M) n C;(g, M) 
BJYg, M) = dC,“:,‘(g, M) 
ci,kL C”-‘(g, W) = f&E C’(g, C”-$3, M));fe qg, M)} 
z&L c”-‘(g, M)) = Z’(g, C”-‘(g, M)) n Cj,(g, C”-‘(g, M)) 
Bj,(g, C”-j(g, M))=dCi,-‘(g, C”-‘(g, M)) 
(a stands for antisymmetric). 
All these definitions are specially given to get the following obvious 
THEOREM. The following maps are g-module isomorphisms, 
ci”kL w + c&l, c”-‘(g, M)) f -fi 
qk% M) + qxg, C”-$3, M)) f -fi 
B;(g, W --f Bi,(g, C”-‘(g, M)) f-*fi, 
and the following is a k-module isomorphism, 
ffj”kL w + Hi(g, c-qg, M)) f +B,“(% M) +fi+ Bh(g, C?j(g, M)). 
1.3. COROLLARY. The following maps are g-module isomorphisms, 
C”(s, k) --f C:-‘(g, g*) f +fn-1 
Z”(g> k) + Z”,-‘(g, g*) f -f,-I 
B”(g> k) -+ B:-‘(g, g*) f ‘fn-1, 
and the following is a k-module isomorphism, 
Z-f’%, k) + ff”,-‘h g*) f+ B’Yg> k) -fn- 1+ B”,- ‘(9, g*). 
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Proof Let j= n - 1 and M = k in Theorem 1.2. Since .f, =.f‘ and 
Z”(g, k) = k WC have C;; _ ,(g, k) = C”(g, k), whence the conclusion. 
1.4. COROLLARY. The following mups urc g-r 
C’h k) + C,$L R* 1 
Z2h k I+ Z&I, R* 1 
B2(g, k) + %-I, n*) = @(CL g* 





Proc!f: We just note that Ba(g, g*) = B’(g. g*). then apply 
Corollary I .3. 
1.5. Kemurk. In the calculation of the second cohomology group for 
Kac- Moody Lie algebras (Theorem 3.1) we only riced Corollary 1.4; that 
is the reason for giving explicitly Corollary 1.4 and all the definitions inside. 
Moreover the reader can easily give an elementary proof for Corollary 1.4, 
thus making the proof of Theorem 3.1 independent from Theorem 1.2 and 
Corollary 1.3. 
2. KAC-MOODY LIE AIGEBRA 
Ali through Section 2, k is a field of characteristic 0. 
2.1. Let A be an tz x n matrix (a,,) of rank I with coefficients in k. 
Reordering the indices, if necessary, we can assume that n = (,i; <:), where 
A, is a non-degenerate 1 x I submatrix. Consider the (211 -I) x (2n -- I) 
matrix 
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The matrix C is non-degenerate since det C= +det A,. Take b = k2n-‘, 
cur, .. . . a2n ~ 1 the linear coordinate functions, MY . . . aTnnl, the rows of the 
matrix C, rc = {aI, . . . . a,), and rc” = (a;, . . . . a; >. Then rr and 7~” are 
linearly independent subsets of h* and b such that (a;, aj ) = aq for all i, 
j=l > .‘.> n: we say that (lj, rc, rc” ) is a realization of ,4. We call 
Q = @ ;= 1 Za, the root lattice. Define the Lie algebra g(A) by generators: 
ei,f; (i= 1 . ..n). h (hub), and relations: 
[e&l =~S~ay(i, j= 1 . ..n). [h, h’] = 0 (h, h’ E b), 
[h, eil = <A, aj > et, Ckfil- -<ka,)fi (he& i= 1 . ..n). 
Let r be the maximal ideal in g (A) which intersects h trivially and set 
g(A) = g(A)/r. We keep the same notations for the images of ei, fi, and b in 
g(A). With respect to b (called the Cartan subalgebra) we have the root 
space decomposition g(A) = eEEG) g,. Here ga = {XE g(A); [h, x] = 
a(h)x Vh E h} is the root space attached to CI. Note that g,, = h. The number 
mult a:= dim g, is called the multiplicity of a. We have g,, = ke,, g-,, = kfi 
for all i= 1, . . . . n. (ei, fi are called the Chevalley generators.) Let {e$!); 
i= 1, . . . . mult g} be a basis of ga. The derived algebra g’(A) is [g(A), g(A)], 
we have g(A) = g’(A) + b, and g’(A) is generated by (e,, fifi; i= 1, . . . . rz} as a 
Lie algebra. Let h’ = @r= 1 ka; and 6” = @z;: I kay ; then g’(A) n b = b’, 
g’(A) n ga = g, for all a E Q\(O}. The center c of g(A) is equal to the center 
of g’(A). We put g(A)=g’(A)/c. Usually one says that g(A) is a Kac- 
Moody Lie algebra when A is a generalized Cartan matrix, i.e., A satisfies 
(i) a,,=2 (i= 1, . . . . n); (ii)aij&Z- (ldi#j<n); (iii)aV=O*aji=O 
(i, j = 1, . . . . n). If A is any matrix we still say that g(A) is a Kac-Moody Lie 
algebra. For all details see [K, Chap. 1 ] and [K, Introduction Section 0.71 
regarding the ground field. 
2.2. Remark. We have [g’(A), g’(A)] = g’(A) and [$(A), $(A)] =$(A) 
for any matrix A. Indeed, let (0; ) be the basis of h’ dual to 
(ai): (WY, aj)=6, for all i, j= 1, . . . . n. From [h, e,] = (h, olj) ej and 
[h,fj] = -(h, a,)fi we get [oy, ei] = 6,ej and [oy,J;] = -S,f, for all 
i,j=l , . . . . n. We therefore have ei = [oy , ei] E [g’, g’] (where g’ = g’(A)) 
and fi= -[my, fi] E [g’, g’] for all i= 1, . . . . n; thus g’ = [g’, g’] (since g’ is 
generated by (e,, fi; i = 1, . . . . n> as a Lie algebra). By the five term exact 
sequence [H-Sl, Theorem 6 or 7, m= l] we have (0) +H’(g, k) -+ 
H’(g’, k) -+ . . . (where g = g(A)) which gives [g, g] = g (since H’(g, k) = 
(g/[g, g])* for any Lie algebra g). 
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3. THE SKONO COHOMOI.OGY GROIiP FOR K.A(:- MOODY LIE ALGEBRAS 
All through Section 3, k is a field of characteristic 0. 
3.1. TI-IE0RE.M. For uny matri.v A the .second cohonzology group for fix 
Kuc- Mood!! Lie algchra g( A ) i.y gicen h): 
H’(g(A). k) N /j2f)“*. 
ProoJ: For convenience, Ict g = g( A ) and g’ = g’( A ). By Corollary 1.4. 
we have to prove that Hf,(g, g*) = C~(I~“t fj”*). ix., Z!(g, g*) t B’(g, g*) + 
Cj(!,“, fj”*). Since g = BzcQ ~1,. its dual is g* = Ij7,u g* ~. The action of b 
on II’(g. g*) is trivial. Therefore, for any D~z’(g, g*), there exists 
dE Z’(g. g*) cohomologous to ,!I such that ~19, c g* 1 for all r EA. From 
go = b, wc get db c b*. Since g,,= kci, g. .;=I$; (i= I. . . . . n), there exist 
i,, p, (i = 1, . . . . n) such that k, = L,ff, u”; =/I+>: (i = 1. ..,, n). Assume 
that DEZ~‘,(~, g*), then d~Zj,(g, g*), therefore (&,)[f,)= -(&;)(P,) 
(i= I, . . . . n), i.e., i.,= -p, (i= 1, . . . . n). Let (m,) be the basis of l)‘* dual to 
(r,” ): (z,“, ~1,) =b‘,, (i,j= 1, . . . . II) and let u=ZJ’.~, i.,oji. From 
e,.wj= -6,,j;, ,/;.~~=;j,~e* (i, j= 1, . . . . n), WC get de,=r,.tu, cdf;=,f,.o 
(i= 1, . . . . n). therefore ri.~’ = s’ o for all x’ E 9’ (since $1’ is generated as a 
Lie algebra by {r,,,fi; i= 1 .+.n;). It follows that j’~Z’(g,k) such that 
,/; = d is cohomologous to its restriction to 11”. 
3.2. COROILARY. For un,v rnutriv A )L’P hutv~ 
N’(g’(A), k)” = (0). 
Prooj: It is easy to see that Theorem 13 of [H SI J could be adapted 
for Kac -Moody algebras. We get then H”(g, k) z z., , ., - n Ff’(gjg’, k) 0 
~‘(g’, k)!’ for all II > I). Since g/g’ = h” is abelian, we have 
Hitgig’, k) 2 A’ II”*. while H’(g’, k)g = H’(g’, ,)‘I” because N’(g’, k) is a 
trivial g’-module. Therefore 
In particular 
H”(g,k)z c ,+)“*Qff’(g’,k)“‘. 
,+,;-,I 
H’(g, k)= H’(g’,k)““@(l$‘*@H’($. k)““)Q@, !,“*@lfO(g’,k)h” 
By Remark 2.2, we have H’(g’, k) = (0); therefor: 
H’(g, k) = H’(g’, k)“.Oj; b”*. 
By Theorem 3.1, we get H’(g’, k)“” = (0). We also see that Theorem 3.1 and 
Corollary 3.2 are equivalent. 
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3.3. THEOREM. If for a matrix A no root is equal to a simple root when 
restricted to lj’ then 
H*(s’(A), k) = (0) and so H*@(A), k) z c*. 
Proof. For convenience, let g’ = g’(A) and $J = G(A). No root is equal to 
a simple root when restricted to h’; therefore gZ; = ke, and g-,;= kfi 
(i= 1, . . . . n), where +a: is the restriction of +a, to h’. We can therefore 
carry the proof of Theorem 3.1 word by word by replacing everywhere g by 
d, b by !I’, and b” by (0); we get then H*(g’, k) = (0). To prove 
H2(& k) N c* we use the live term exact sequence [H-Sl, Theorem 6 or 7, 
m=l] 
(0) --f H’(g, k) + H’(g’, k) -+ Ho&j, IT+, k)) -+ 
-+ H*(tj, k) + H*(g’, k). 
We have H’(g’, k) = H’($ k) = (0) (Remark 2.2), Ho&, H’(c, k)) = 
H’(c, k) = c* (the action of 9 is trivial on H’(c, k) and c is abelian), and 
H2(jj, k) = (0), therefore 
(0) -+ (0) + (0) -+ c* + H*(& k) -+ (0) 
which gives H’($ k) N c*. We could have also applied Schur’s universal 
covering theory (see Section 0.2) to get the equivalence between 
H*(g’, k) = (0) and H*($, k) N c*. 
3.4. COROLLARY (Berman [Be]). Zf A is a non-affine generalized 
Cartan matrix then 
H2(g(A), k) z c*. 
Proof. If A is a non-affine generalized Cartan matrix then no root is 
equal to a simple root when restricted to 5’. We can therefore apply 
Theorem 3.3. 
3.5. COROLLARY (Whitehead [Hi-S, 6.3, p. 2491). If A is a Cartan 
matrix then 
ff2(g(A), k) = (0). 
ProoJ: If A is a Cartan matrix then g’(A) = g(A) and c = (0). We apply 
then Corollary 3.4. 
3.6. If A is an affine Cartan matrix then the hypothesis of Theorem 3.3 
does not hold and we do not get H*@(A), k) z c*, although this result was 
obtained by different methods by Deligne [G, pp. 7, 251 for the non- 
twisted case and Wilson [W] for the twisted case. However, the gap for the 
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non-twisted afftnc Cartan matrix is tilled up in Corollary 5.3. Let us 
mention the fact that /1’($(,4), k)% c* was proved by Kac and Tits 
[KI Section 3.14, Excrcisc 3.14, and Section 3.151 for any generalized 
Cartan matrix A. 
4. THE FIRST COADJOINT COHOYOLOGY OF A LIE AIGEBRA 
Ex-r~~r)En OVER A COMMIXATIVE AI.GEBRA R 
AND K~HLER DIFFERENTIALS OF R 
All through Section 4, k is a commutative ring with unity. 
4.1. Let R be an associative and commutative algebra with unity fret 
over k, g be a Lie algebra free over k, and 
ac=ROc~. 
(All through the text, tensor products arc over k.) 
Define on gR a Lit algebra structure over k by setting 
[a~x,h@L’]=l7h@[x,L’] tlu,h~R Qx, J'ER 
and extending by bilinearity. 
We denote by (r,),=, a basis of R over k and by C!(g) the enveloping 
algebra of R. 
4.2. Let J be the kernel of the multiplication RO R -+ R, a@b +-+ uh; 
it is an idcal of R@ R. Denote by 52i the quotient of J by J2 and call 
it the module of Kahlcr differentials of R over k: it is an R-module. 
Let d6 Hom,(R, QX) be defined by da= u@ I- 1 @a + J2; then d is a 
k-derivation. The pair (Qk, d) is the solution of a universal problem: for 
any R-module B and any k-derivation D: R + E there exists a unique 
R-linear mapping g: Qi --f E such that D =god. As a k-module Qk is 
generated by {II dh; u, h E R) with the relation pi = a db + h du, d(k) = 0. 
If Der R is the set of all derivations of R then obviously Der R and 
(a;)* = Hom,(D k, R) are isomorphic R-modules. 
4.3. Let R* = Hom,(R, k) and (T*‘),+, be the basis of R* dual to the 
basis (r,),*, of R. Denote by Z’(R, R*) the k-module of derivations of R 
into R*, i.e., Z’(R, R*)= {z~Horn~(R: R*); (:(uh)=a~dh+h~& Qo. 
h E R}. Obviously, cp -+ (a I-+ a. q) R* -+ Hom.(R, R*) is a well-defined 
k-module isomorphism allowing us to identify R* and Hom,(R. R*). Let 
CJ* = Hom,(g, k). Since R and n are free over k, we can identify (ROg)* 
and R*@ g*. From R = LIiF,kr,, we get R* = JJ,,, kr*‘, therefore 
gz = n,, , k-r*‘@ g*. An element of 9;;: is thus a formal series x,, , r*‘@./; 
with-f, E g* for all in I. 
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4.4. PROPOSITION (Referee). (i) B’(g,, gg) = R” @Ri(g, g*) 
(ii) Z’(g,, gR*)IR*OZ1(g, g*)+Z’(K R*)OHoq,(g, g*) 
(iii) Z’(g,, gX)CR*OZ’(g, g*)+ {a’EZ%h, 91?;); 
a’(1 0 9) = (0)). 
If there exists x0 E g generating g as a U(g)-module then 
(iv) {8EZ1(gR, gg); i3’(l@g)=O) =Z’(R, R*)@Hom,(g, g*) 
(v) Z’(g,, gg)=R*@Z’(g, g*)+-W& R*)OHom,(g, 9”) 
(vi) H’(g,, 9:) = R* 0 H’(g, g*) + Z’(R, R*)O Hom,(g, g*). 
ProoJ (i) Let a~B’(g~, gg): there exists f~ gj$ such that 
a(a Ox) = (a 0 x) .f for all a 0 x E gR. Such an f is a formal series 
f =CiE,r*i @fi withLEg* for all iE1, thus d(a@x)=Ca.r*‘@x.J;:. 
The map di:xl-+x.fi g-g* is an element of B’(g, g*) and the 
identification R* = Hom,(R, R*) allows us to write a. r*i = r*‘(a), 
therefore a.r*‘@x.f,= (r*‘@d,)(a@x). It follows that ~=~jG,r*i@~i~ 
R* 0 B’(g, g*). 
(ii) We easily check that r*‘OdiEZ1(g,, g:) if d,eZ’(g, g*) and 
that d@qEZ’(g,, gz) if deZ’(R, R*) and qEHom,(g, g*). 
(iii) Let dEZ’(g,,gz): if xEg then a(l@x)Eg& i.e., a(l@x) is a 
formal series of the form Cis I r*‘@ a,(x) with a,(x) E g* depending on x. 
It is easy to show that d,~Z’(g, g*). With the identification 
R*=HomR(R, R*), we get d(l@~)=(~~.,r*‘@~3~)(1@~). Let a’=% 
Cia,r*i@di; we then have d=CiE,r*i@di+a’ with Cr*‘@ai~R*@ 
Z’(g, g*), a’EZ’(g,, gZ), and a’(1 0 g) = (0). 
(iv) Assume that g = U(g). x0 for a certain x,, E g and let 
d’~Z’(g,,gg) be such that a’(l@g)=(O). If u,~g and aER then 
8’(a@u,~x,)=~‘(a@[uI,x,]) = ~‘[l@u,,a@x,]=(l@u,)~d’(a@x,) 
- (a 0 x0) $0. By induction a’(a @ u1 . u2. . . . : u, . x0) = (10 ul . u2 . . . . . uJ. 
i3’(a Ox,) for all n E N * and all ul, . . . . u, E g. Any u E U(g) being a linear 
combination of elements of the form u1 . u2. . . . . U, with ul, . . . . U, E g, we 
obtain #(a@ u .x0) = (10~) .d’(a@x,). For aE R, we can write 
a’(a @ x0) = Cit, r*‘@ CJj(a, x0) with a((a, x0) E g*. It follows that 
a’(aou.x,)=CieIr*iOU.d:(a,xo). Therefore, if u.x()=o then 
u ,ai(a, x0) = 0 for all a 6 R and all i E I. We have thus defined (P~,~: g -+ g* 
by setting ‘pi,,(u .x0) = U. al(a, x0) for all u E U(g). We then have 
a’(a@x)=CiEI r*‘O q,,+(x) with, obviously, ‘pi cI E Horn&g, g*). Since 
a++ #(a@~) is k-linear, at, cp,,,(x) is also k-linear. If a =cj”=l ajrj, 
then cpi,,(x) = C;= I ajcp,(x) with ‘pij = cpi,+ therefore a’(a@ x) = 
Ci,i ajr*‘O ~Jx). Define 8;~ Hom,(R, R*) by setting a;(a) = ajr*‘. We 
then have 8 = Ci,j a:,l@ ‘pij. From the fact that a’E Z’(g,, gf) and 
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V)QE Horn&g, R*), we see easily that CI;EZ’(R, R*). In conclusion: 
?‘EZ’(R, R*)O Horn& g*). 
4.5. COIJNTERBXAMPLE (referee). In general, the inclusion of 4.4(ii) is 
strict. For cxamplc, if g # g’ IetfE Hom,(g, g*).J‘# 0 satisfyJ’(g’) = (0) and 
f‘(g)(g’) = (0). Let C+I E Hom,(R, R*) satisfy q( I ) = 0, but cp 4 Z’( R. R*). 
Then (i,@.f’~Z’(g~, gz) and rp@.f‘$Z’(R, R*)@Hom,(g, g*). 
4.6. COROLLARY. !f‘ there exists xc1 E 9 gefwruting g us u U(g)-moduie 
then 
(i) Z~~,(S~.~K*~=R*OZI,(R,~*)+Z~(R,R*)~H~~,(~,~*) 
(ii) Iffih. g;1:)=R*OHf,(g, g*)+Z!(R. R*)OHom,(g, g*). 
Proc$ (i) With the notations in the proof of Proposition 4.4(iii). 
the relation ~(1@~)(1@~)+i?(1~~~)(1@~)=0 gives us CiC,r*‘@ 
[?,(x)(t) + a,( y)(x)] = 0, therefore 6, E Zj,(g, g*). This obviously implies 
c IFI r*‘@~?~~Zfi(g~, g;l), thus c?‘EZA(~~, gg). Now, with the notations in 
the proof of Proposition 4.4(iv). the relation c?‘(aB,x)(h@x) + (7’(h@xj 
(a@.~) = 0 gives us ~i,,[d,~(u)(h) + 2,;(h)(a)] 41,,(x)(~) = 0. Let x,, be such 
that cp,(s,,)(~~,,) = 1 if (i j) = (r, s) and 0 if not: taking X=X ,,,, we 
get (?r,((O(/?) + i:,(h)(u) = 0, i.e., a:, E Zj,(R, R*). In conclusion, any 
2EZf,(gK, gz) can be written as d=Ci~,~*‘Oc’i+C,,jc:,~O~,, with 
C?~E Z!(g, g*), 2:; E Zj,(R, R*), and q;, E Horn&g, g*). 
(ii) comes from (i) and Proposition 4.4(i). 
4.7. LEMMA. We have the k-module isomorphism 
%j,(R, R*) 2 (.Q&‘dR)* 
(?Httf with ?“(adb + dR) = L?(o)(b) Vu, h E R. 
kvhere (Qk/dR)* = Hom,(QL/llR, k). 
Proof: Let ?EZA(R, R*) and define 2’~ Hom,(QL, k) by setting 
?(a (81) = ?(u)(h): this definition will be coherent if 2’ respects the relations 
dk= (0) and d(ah)=udh+hda. Since 2(1)=0, we have c?‘(db)=O for all 
hi R, ic., d’(dR)=O, so d’(dk) =O; since d(~)(h)+?(h)(a) =O, we have 
?‘(a c&b) + c?‘(h du) = 0, but c?‘(d(ub)) = 0, so ?‘(d(ab)) = ?‘(a dh + h da). 
Since (3’ is zero on dR, it passes to the quotient QL/dR and gives an element 
c?” of Q’JdR. Obviously, d H 2” is k-linear from 23( R, R*) into (QijdR)*; 
let us prove that it is onto. If .f~(DkjdR)*, define 2~ Hom,(R, R*) by 
setting ?(a)(h) =f‘(a db + dR); from the properties of d, it is easy to check 
that ~7 E ZL( R, R*) and C” =,c 
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4.8. LEMMA. We have the k-module isomorphism 
Hom,(g, g*) -+ Wg 
.f-++Vf cpr(x, Y) =f(x)(Yh 
where B(g)g is the k-module of invariant bilinear forms on g, i.e., bilinear 
forms on 9 satisfying cp( C-x, ~1, 2) = cp(x, C Y, 21) Vx, Y, 2 E 9. 
Proof Obvious. 
5. THE SECOND COHOMOLOGY GROUP FOR 
KAC-MOODY LIE ALGEBRAS EXTENDED 
OVER A COMMUTATIVE ALGEBRA 
5.1. THEOREM. If g is a Lie algebra and R an associative commutative 
algebra with unity both free over a commutative ring with unity k and if there 
exists x0 E g generating g as a U(g)-module then we have the decompositions 
0) B%,, k) = R* 0 B2(g, k) 
(ii) Z*(g,, k) ‘v R* @Z*(g, k) + (Qk/dR)* @ B(g)” 
(iii) H2(g,, k) N R* 0 H2(g, k) + (Q$dR)* 0 B(g)“, 
where B(g)g is the k-module of invariant bilinear forms on g. 
Proof (i) From Corollary 1.4, we have B2(g,, k) N_ B’(g,, gg); com- 
bining this with Proposition 4.4(i) we get B2(g,, k) N R* 0 B’(g, g*); 
applying again Corollary 1.4, we obtain (i). 
(ii) From Corollary 1.4, we have Z2(g,, k) N ZL(gR, gx); combining 
this with Corollary 4.6(i) we get 
Z2(gR, k) = R* 0 Z&x g*) + Zb(R, R*) 0 Hom,(g, g*); 
applying Corollary 1.4 to Zi(g, g*), Lemmas 4.7 to Zi(R, R*), and 
Lemma 4.8 to Hom,(g, g*), we obtain (ii). 
(iii) comes from (i) and (ii). 
5.2. THEOREM. Let A = (aq) be a matrix with coefficients in a field k of 
characteristic 0 such that det A #O and such that for each (i, j) there exist 
Zl 3 ..*, i, for which aii, ai,iz . . . aiTi# 0. Let R be any associative commutative 
k-algebra with unity. The second cohomology group for the extension over R : 
g(A)R = RBk g(A) of the Kac-Moody Lie algebra g(A) is given by 
H2(g(A)R, k) N (Q;/dR)* @ B(g(A))g’A! 
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Proof: Since g(A) is simple by 1.7(a) of [K]: any non-zero element of 
g(A) generates g(A) as a Ci(g(A))-module. We can therefore apply 
Theorem 5.1 (iii) with g = g(A). Theorem 3.1 then completes the proof if we 
note that I = n and dim 1)” = 0. 
5.3. COROLL.ARY (Delignc [G, pp. 7 and 251). Let g hr a splil sirnpfe 
Lie algehrcr ocer a field k p/‘ characteri.~tic 0, R = k [t, t ’ ] be the algehru of 
L.trurent polynonziu1.v in the itldeterminatr t, fi = k[t. t ’ ] @ CJ be the loop 
ulgehro. du be the d[fferentiul of u E k[t, t ‘1. Res(u dl:) he the residue of 
u dc, ( i ) hr the Killing jiwm of‘ g und 7: 3 x 6 --f k he defined h,, 
T(Z/ @ x, I; @ y) = -Res(u h:)(x ( J) Jar all II, I.: E k[t, t .- ‘Ix, y E g. Then 
Hz@, k) 2 kr. 
Proof: There exists a Cartan matrix A such that g = 9(A): by 
Theorem 5.2, it sufliccs to show that (Qh/dR)* v kz,<, where T,<(u, t:)= 
Rcs(u dr) (since B(g)” = k( ( )) with Res: Qi, -+ k a linear map defined by 
Res(t’ d/t) = ci, _ ,,o. Rut this is known from the dawn of humanity. 
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